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ABSTRACT
Malicious users can exploit undiscovered software vulnerabilities
i.e., undiscovered weaknesses in software, to cause serious conse-
quences, such as large-scale data breaches. A systematic approach
that synthesizes strategies used by security testers can aid practi-
tioners to identify latent vulnerabilities. The goal of this paper is
to help practitioners identify software vulnerabilities by categorizing
vulnerability discovery strategies using open source software bug re-
ports. We categorize vulnerability discovery strategies by applying
qualitative analysis on 312 OSS bug reports. Next, we quantify the
frequency and evolution of the identified strategies by analyzing
1,632 OSS bug reports collected from five software projects span-
ning across 2009 to 2019. The five software projects are Chrome,
Eclipse, Mozilla, OpenStack, and PHP.

We identify four vulnerability discovery strategies: diagnos-
tics, malicious payload construction, misconfiguration, and per-
nicious execution. For Eclipse and OpenStack, the most frequently
used strategy is diagnostics, where security testers inspect source
code and build/debug logs. For three web-related software projects
namely, Chrome, Mozilla, and PHP, the most frequently occurring
strategy is malicious payload construction i.e., creating malicious
files, such as malicious certificates and malicious videos.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Software security engineering.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Discovering latent vulnerabilities is vital for secure software devel-
opment. Vulnerability discovery is a human-centric activity, where
the security tester applies security knowledge to identify vulnerabil-
ities. Unfortunately, information technology (IT) organizations may
not have the expertise of security testers, potentially prohibiting
them to identify latent vulnerabilities in their software. A systematic
synthesis of the vulnerability discovery strategies can help practi-
tioners in identifying latent software vulnerabilities. Practitioners
have acknowledged the importance of synthesizing knowledge
related to vulnerability discovery and advocated for inculcating
such knowledge into the software development process [14, 25].
On online forums, such as Reddit, we observe practitioners ask
about strategies that security testers perform: “In our team we are
planning to pro-actively find vulnerabilities in our legacy software
products. We don’t have expert security testers in our team who have
the knowledge to discover vulnerabilities. What strategies are typi-
cally used to find software vulnerabilities? Are there categories?” [23].
Researchers [30, 42] also have advocated for synthesizing vulnera-
bility discovery strategies, so that inexperienced practitioners are
well-equipped to identify undiscovered vulnerabilities.

We hypothesize that by systematically analyzing OSS bug re-
ports, we can derive a list of vulnerability discovery strategies used
by security testers. OSS bug reports contain information on how
bugs are discovered in OSS development [31]. Practitioners can
learn from a synthesis of OSS bug reports that include information
on how a vulnerability was discovered.

The goal of this paper is to help practitioners identify software
vulnerabilities by categorizing vulnerability discovery strategies using
open source software bug reports.

We answer the following research questions:

• RQ1 [Categorization]: What vulnerability discovery strategies
are used by security testers in open source software?

• RQ2 [Frequency]: How frequently are the identified vulnerability
discovery strategies used in open source software?

We derive vulnerability discovery strategies using open cod-
ing [43] on 312 OSS bug reports collected from the Mozilla or-
ganization. Next, we apply closed coding [12] to determine the
frequency of the identified strategies in 1,632 bug reports collected
from five OSS projects.

We list our contributions as follows:

• A categorization of vulnerability discovery strategies used in
OSS; and

• An empirical study that quantifies the frequency and evolution
of the identified vulnerability discovery strategies in OSS.
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2 RELATEDWORK
Researchers have used OSS bug reports to characterize and identify
software vulnerabilities. Prediction model-based vulnerability de-
tection research is prevalent. Shin and Williams [44] mined Mozilla
bug reports to construct fault prediction models and reported that
the models can be used to automatically predict vulnerable source
code files. Wijayasekara et al. [49] mined text features from Linux
bug reports to automatically detect vulnerabilities that appear in
Linux. In another work, Zimmermann et al. [55] used bug reports
from Windows Vista and constructed vulnerability prediction mod-
els (VPMs) with code metrics, such as churn, along with organiza-
tional hierarchy metrics. They [55] observed the median precision
and recall to respectively be 0.6 and 0.4. Zhe et al. [54] minedMozilla
bug reports to construct vulnerability datasets, and applied active
learning to improve vulnerability detection efficiency. Using active
learning they identified 99% of the vulnerabilities by inspecting 34%
of 28,750 source code files.

We notice a lack of research related to vulnerability discovery
strategies as prior work has focused on vulnerability metrics, pre-
diction, and resolution. We address this research gap by conducting
a qualitative analysis of OSS bug reports to identify vulnerability
discovery strategies.

3 RQ1: CATEGORIZATION OF
VULNERABILITY DISCOVERY STRATEGIES

In this section, we answer RQ1:What vulnerability discovery strate-
gies are used by security testers in open source software? First, we
provide the methodology to answer RQ1 in Section 3.1. Then, we
provide our findings in Section 3.2.

3.1 Methodology to Answer RQ1
Our methodology involves two steps: bug report collection and
qualitative analysis. We describe these two steps as following:

3.1.1 Bug Report Collection. We answer RQ1 by applying a qual-
itative analysis on the text content of OSS bug reports available
from the Mozilla organization. We select Mozilla as the Mozilla
organization has a wide range of OSS projects namely Firefox, Sea-
Monkey, Bugzilla, and Thunderbird 1. We use the Mozilla Bugzilla
API [34] to download necessary bug reports.

We apply filtering criteria to identify bug reports that describe
what strategies security testers applied to discover the vulnerability:
• Criterion-1: We search for the keyword ‘cve’ in the title, descrip-
tion, and comments for each collected bug report. We use ‘cve’,
as vulnerabilities in the National Vulnerability Database (NVD)
are indexed using the ‘CVE’ identifier 2. Practitioners mislabel
security bugs [24, 27]. Label-based filtering of bug reports for
bug/vulnerability identification can bias research results [26, 28],
which motivated us to apply CVE-based filtering.

• Criterion-2: We manually examine if a bug report actually is
related to a vulnerability indexed by NVD.

• Criterion-3: The bug report describes steps on how the vulnera-
bility was discovered.

1http://kb.mozillazine.org/Summary_of_Mozilla_products
2https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln

The first author manually examined if all three criteria are sat-
isfied for the collected bug reports. Altogether, we obtain 312 bug
reports as of March 2019.

3.1.2 Qualitative Analysis. For qualitative analysis, we use open
coding, where a rater observes and synthesizes patterns within
unstructured text [43]. We apply open coding on the content of bug
reports, which includes comments, attachments, and descriptions.
We select open coding because we can obtain detailed information
on what strategies security testers used to discover vulnerabilities
by inspecting bug report content.

The first and second authors, individually, conduct an open cod-
ing process on the bug reports collected from Section 3.1.1. The
first and second author respectively has three and eight years of
experience in software security.

3.1.3 Rater Agreement. : We record the agreement rate between
the first and second author for the identified vulnerability discovery
strategies. We record Cohen’s Kappa [11], and interpret Cohen’s
Kappa using Landis and Koch’s interpretation [29].

3.2 Answer to RQ1
First, we describe the vulnerability discovery strategies. Second, we
provide details on rater agreement.

Our categorization includes four vulnerability discovery strate-
gies. We describe each strategy with definitions, examples, and
related MITRE ATT&CK techniques in the following subsections.

3.2.1 Diagnostics. The strategy of inspecting software source code
or software logs to discover vulnerabilities. During the inspection
process, the security testers apply their knowledge and inspect for
patterns that are indicative of security weaknesses in the software.
This strategy includes two sub-categories namely, diagnosis of
software source code and diagnosis of software logs:

Software source code: We observe security testers to diagnose
source code to discover vulnerabilities. The diagnosis of source code
can be done manually or automatically by using static analysis
tools. When diagnosing source code security testers search for
security weaknesses, such as insecure coding patterns and incorrect
implementations of cryptography algorithms.

Example: A security tester discovered a vulnerability (CVE-2015-
2730) in Mozilla Firefox by inspecting source code [48]. The vulner-
ability was related to the computation of a cryptography algorithm
called ‘Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)’ [41].
When inspecting the implementation of ECDSA the security tester
observed that the implementation does not handle corner cases,
such as division by zero. The vulnerability can be exploited to
generate invalid digital signatures when used for cryptography.

Software logs: Security testers perform manual examination of
logs to discover a vulnerability. From our qualitative analysis, we
observe security testers to collect logs from the build and debugging
tools. In the logs, security testers inspect evidence of vulnerabilities,
such as information leakage and uninitialized memory access.

Example: A security tester discovered a Mozilla Firefox vulnera-
bility (CVE-2013-5595) [13] by inspecting logs generated from a de-
bugging tool called ‘Valgrind’ [46]. The vulnerability is related to a
buffer overflow. The source code of interest resides in the ‘JavaScript
Engine’ of Mozilla Firefox and uses ‘malloc’, a C/C++ function used
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to allocate memory. The implementation does not check for condi-
tions that may cause buffer overflow [13]. Inspection of the Valgrind
logs also helped the security tester reveal other source code files
where buffer overflow conditions are not checked:“I found a few
other places that were performing unchecked multiplications to com-
pute buffer sizes” [13].

3.2.2 Malicious Payload Construction. The strategy of constructing
a malicious software artifact to discover a vulnerability. For this
strategy, security testers construct the payload with code snippets
or binary files. Upon construction, the payload is passed as input
to the software, which leads to an undesired consequence, such as
software crashes or leakage of data. We observe two sub-categories
for this strategy namely, constructing malicious code snippets and
constructing malicious binary files:

Code snippets: Security testers construct payload using code
snippets with programming languages, such as JavaScript, HTML,
and Python. Code snippets can be created manually by the security
testers themselves where they apply their knowledge to construct
source code snippets. Code snippets can also be created using au-
tomated tools, such as fuzzing tools. Fuzzing is used to generate
erroneous input to software so that the software can be monitored
for exceptions [1].

Example: A security tester constructed a payload manually using
the ‘marquee’ element in HTML to discover aMozilla Firefox vulner-
ability (CVE-2016-5262) [37]. The marquee element is used to create
a scrolling text or an image [47]. The vulnerability occurred due
to the incorrect event handling for the marquee element and could
have been exploited to conduct cross-site scripting attacks [16].

As an example of fuzzing tool usage, a practitioner discovered a
vulnerability in Thunderbird (CVE-2016-5824) [6] that can allow a
malicious user to cause a denial of service attack [17].

Binary files: Security testers construct binary files to discover
vulnerabilities in the software. We observe four sub-categories of
malicious binary construction: (i) certificates i.e. data files that
digitally bind a cryptography key; (ii) documents, such as PDF
files; (iii) multimedia files, such as image and video files, and (iv)
executables, such as .exe files.

Example: We provide examples of vulnerabilities for the four
sub-categories below:
Certificate: A digital certificate holds information that confirms
the identity of an information technology (IT) organization on
the Internet [5]. Each digital certificate contains a field called an
object identifier (OID). OID is a numeric value that identifies the IT
organization for which the certificate is being used. A security tester
constructed a digital certificate file to discover a Mozilla Firefox
vulnerability (CVE-2017-7792) [45]. The security tester created a
certificate with an OID with 399 digits 3. The vulnerability occurred
for not checking buffer size when processing certificates with long
OIDs [45] and could have been exploited to cause a crash [19].
Document: A security tester created a malicious PDF file to discover
a vulnerability (CVE-2018-5158) [20, 52]. The constructed malicious
PDF file contained array of strings. The PDF Viewer implementation
of Mozilla Firefox did not check if strings are included in a PDF file,
which allows malicious users to use strings as a method to inject
JavaScript snippets [52].
3https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/attachment.cgi?id=8872576

Multimedia: A malicious MP4 file was used to discover a vulnerabil-
ity in Mozilla Firefox (CVE-2015-0829) [39]. The malicious MP4 file
revealed that an adequate amount of buffer was not allocated when
writing MP4 files [39]. The vulnerability could have been exploited
to execute arbitrary code [15].
Executable: A malicious executable was used to discover a vulnera-
bility that affects Mozilla Firefox for the Windows operating system
(CVE-2017-7761) [18, 51]. The security tester created an executable
that creates a directory in ‘C:/Windows/Temp’. The vulnerability
could have been used to delete arbitrary files.

3.2.3 Misconfiguration. The strategy of identifying and altering
one or multiple configurations of the software to discover vulner-
abilities. As part of this strategy security testers first identify the
software’s configurations and their corresponding values. Then
security testers alter configuration values.

Example: A security tester discovered a vulnerability in Mozilla
Firefox (CVE-2015-0832) [33] by changing values for a configuration
‘security.cert_pinning.enforcement_level’ [36]. The configuration
is related to public key pinning, a mechanism that allows a website
to explicitly specify certificate authorities [7].

The configuration has four possible values: 0, 1, 2, and 3. The
default value is 1, which indicates that public key pinning is enabled
but not enforced [50]. To discover the vulnerability, public key
pinning was enforced by assigning a value of 2. The vulnerability
could have been used to conduct man-in-the-middle attacks [33].

3.2.4 Pernicious Execution. The strategy of identifying a sequence
of software interactions that expose a vulnerability. While an end-
user interacts with a software to accomplish a certain task, a security
tester interacts with the software to discover vulnerabilities.

The difference between pernicious execution to the other strate-
gies are: (i) unlike diagnostics, the practitioner does not inspect
source code and build/debug logs; (ii) unlike malicious payload con-
struction, the practitioner does not create malicious payload and
pass it as input to the software project of interest; and (iii) unlike
misconfiguration, the software’s configurations are not altered.

Example: A security tester discovered a vulnerability (CVE-2014-
1499) in Mozilla Firefox by identifying a sequence of interactions
that involve visiting websites [22, 32]. According to the bug re-
port [22], the tester first visited a website called ‘Hacker News’ 4,
a modern news aggregator website [2], by opening a tab in the
browser. Second, the tester visited a website 5 that uses WebRTC in
the same tab of the browser. WebRTC is a technology that enables
websites to capture audio/video media from a web camera [35]. Fi-
nally, when the tester pressed the back button of the Firefox browser
to go back to the Hacker News website, a prompt appeared.

The vulnerability occurs due to a race condition, which a ma-
licious user can exploit by convincing the user that a harmless
website is trying to access the user’s web camera [22]. The vul-
nerability is an example of how sequences of interactions can be
identified to discover vulnerabilities in software.

3.2.5 Rater Agreement. : The first and second authors respectively,
determines four and six vulnerability discovery strategies. The open
coding process took 107 and 114 hours respectively, for the first

4https://news.ycombinator.com/
5http://hughsk.github.io/post-process/
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and second authors. No new strategies generated after the analysis
of 215 and 221 bug reports respectively, for the first and second
authors. The Cohen’s Kappa is 0.58, which is ‘moderate’ agreement
according to the interpretation of Landis and Koch [29].

4 RQ2: FREQUENCY OF VULNERABILITY
DISCOVERY STRATEGIES

In this section, we answer: RQ2: How frequently are the identified
vulnerability discovery strategies used in open source software? Our
identified strategies are derived from one OSS organization. An-
swer to RQ2 can provide evidence if our identified strategies are
generalizable across other types of software projects, such as IDEs.

4.1 Methodology to Answer RQ2
We answer RQ2 using three steps: dataset construction, applying
closed coding [12], and conducting frequency analysis, to determine
the frequency of strategies in the datasets.

4.1.1 Dataset construction. We use five datasets to answer RQ2.
We construct these datasets from OSS projects that (i) have made
their bug reports available, and (ii) have bug reports that include
information of CVEs indexed by the NVD. We briefly describe each
dataset below:
Chrome: The Chrome dataset consists of bug reports for Google
Chrome, a web browser [10].
Eclipse: The Eclipse dataset consists of bug reports for the Eclipse
IDE [21].
Mozilla: The Mozilla dataset includes bug reports for the following
applications: Bugzilla, Firefox, SeaMonkey and Thunderbird.
OpenStack: The OpenStack dataset includes bug reports from Open-
Stack software i.e. software developed and maintained by Open-
Stack, which is used to create computational, storage, and network-
ing resources [38].
PHP : The PHP dataset includes bug reports for PHP, a programming
language used in web development [40].

After collecting the bug reports for all the five projects, a rater
who is not involved in the open coding process manually examined
if the three criteria mentioned in Section 3.1.1 is satisfied for each
of the collected bug reports.

4.1.2 Closed Coding to Determine Frequency of Strategies. Closed
coding is the process of mapping an entry to a pre-defined cate-
gory [12]. For RQ2, we use a rater who is not involved in deriving
the vulnerability discovery strategies to mitigate bias in the results.
The rater involved in closed coding first determines if a bug report
includes information related to a vulnerability discovery. Next, if
the bug reports include vulnerability discovery information, then
the rater determines if the bug report content can be mapped to
any of the four identified vulnerability discovery strategies listed
in Section 3.2. A vulnerability can be discovered using one or more
strategies, and the rater can map a bug report to one or multiple
strategies. Before performing the examination, the rater is provided
a reference document, which has the name, definition, and exam-
ples of each strategy. The reference document is included in our
verifiability package [4]. Upon completion of closed coding, we
obtain a mapping between each bug report and one or multiple
strategies.

A graduate student in the university conducts the closed coding
process. The rater is an M.Sc. student in Computer Science, with
four years of professional software development experience, and
two years of security testing experience. The student has also com-
pleted three cybersecurity-related courses offered at the graduate
level. The rater was not involved in the open coding process and
is not an author of the paper. The rater manually examined each
bug report and determined which of the identified strategies is
applicable for each of the bug reports.

4.1.3 Frequency analysis. We answer RQ2 using two metrics. First,
using the ‘PropVuln(𝑥)’ metric we quantify the proportion of vul-
nerabilities that are identified using each strategy. Second, using
the ‘Strategy/Year’ metric we quantify the temporal frequency for
each identified strategy. We use Equations 1 and 2 respectively,
to calculate ‘PropVuln’ and ‘Strategy/Year’. The ‘PropVuln’ metric
provides a summary of how frequently the identified strategies are
reported in bug reports. The ‘Strategy/Year’ metric shows how the
use of each strategy has evolved over time.

PropVuln(𝑥 ) =
number of vulnerabilities discovered with strategy 𝑥

number of vulnerabilities
(1)

Strategy/Year(𝑥,𝑦) =
number of vulnerabilities discovered with strategy 𝑥 in year 𝑦

number of vulnerabilities reported in year 𝑦
(2)

4.2 Answer to RQ2
In Table 1 we provide a breakdown of how many bug reports we
filtered using the criteria mentioned in Section 3.1.1. As shown
in Table 1, we identify 943, 36, 410, 119, and 124 bug reports re-
spectively, for the Chrome, Eclipse, Mozilla, OpenStack, and PHP
datasets. We report attributes of the five datasets in Table 2. From
Table 2, we observe except for Eclipse and OpenStack all datasets
are related to web-based software projects. The set of 410 Mozilla
bug reports includes the 312 bug reports used in Section 3.1.2.

Results: We answer RQ2 by first reporting the summary of the
five datasets and then reporting the ‘PropVuln’ and ‘Strategy/Year’
values. We report the ‘PropVuln’ values for the four strategies in
Table 3. The columns ‘Diagnostics’, ‘Execution’, ‘Misconfig.’, and
‘Payload’ respectively, presents the four strategies namely, diagnos-
tics, pernicious execution, misconfiguration, and malicious payload
construction. Except for Eclipse and OpenStack, we observe mali-
cious payload construction to be the most frequent vulnerability
discovery strategy. For Eclipse and OpenStack, the most frequently
occurring strategy is diagnostics. For Chrome, Firefox, and PHP,
83% or more of the total vulnerabilities are discovered using mali-
cious payload construction. For Eclipse and OpenStack respectively,
62.9% and 52.1% of the vulnerabilities are discovered using diag-
nostics. We also observe one strategy not to be comprehensive in
discovering all reported vulnerabilities in the five software projects,
which is congruent with prior research [3].

The strategies malicious payload construction and diagnostics
have sub-categories. We present the ‘PropVuln’ values for each
sub-category for malicious payload construction and diagnostics
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Table 1: Bug Reports Satisfying Filtering Criteria

Criteria Chrome Eclipse Mozilla OpenStack PHP

Initial 62,777 10,425 52,154 18,290 13,505

Criterion-1 3,241 147 427 368 182
Criterion-2 960 37 410 120 125
Criterion-3 943 36 410 119 124

Total 943 36 410 119 124

Table 2: Attributes of Bug Reports

Dataset Type Bug Reports CVEs Duration
Chrome Web browser 943 943 02/2010-06/2019
Eclipse IDE 36 36 03/2017-06/2019
Mozilla Web apps 410 410 07/2011-06/2019
OpenStack Computing 119 119 07/2012-06/2019
PHP Web progr. 124 124 09/2009-06/2019
All 1,632 1,632 09/2009-06/2019

Table 3: Proportion of Vulnerabilities Discovered by Each
Strategy. Highlighted Cells in Green Indicate the Most Fre-
quently Occurring Strategy for a Dataset.

Dataset Diagnostics Execution Misconfig. Payload
Chrome 10.0% 2.7% 0.8% 86.5%
Eclipse 62.9% 5.7% 8.5% 25.7%
Mozilla 13.4% 6.8% 2.7% 83.2%
OpenStack 52.1% 4.2% 29.4% 16.8%
PHP 15.3% 1.6% 17.7% 89.5%

Table 4: Proportion of Sub-categories for Malicious Payload
Construction and Diagnostics. Highlighted Cells in Green
Indicate the Most Frequently Occurring Sub-category.

Dataset Diagnostics Payload
Binary Snippet Code Build/Debug

Chrome 12.0% 88.0% 18.5% 81.5%
Eclipse 6.7% 93.3% 5.9% 94.1%
Mozilla 7.3% 92.7% 26.7% 73.3%
OpenStack 21.1% 78.9% 25.0% 75.0%
PHP 30.0% 70.0% 11.1% 88.9%

in Table 4. We observe ‘Snippet’ i.e., payload construction with
code snippet, to be the most frequently occurring sub-category
for malicious payload construction, whereas, ‘Build/Debug’ i.e.,
performing diagnostics through the build and debugging logs, is
the most frequently occurring sub-category for diagnostics.

5 DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss implications:

Implications for Practitioners. In Section 1 we mentioned a
Reddit post [23], where the forum participants suggested the use
of static analysis and fuzzing. Our categorization validates the
provided suggestions in the Reddit post [23]: we observe code
inspectionwith static analysis tools, and payload construction using
fuzzing tools are strategies that security testers use to discover
vulnerabilities. Furthermore, we observe security testers to not
only inspect source code but also inspect build and debug logs to
discover vulnerabilities.

Our categorization also includes pernicious execution and mis-
configuration. Practitioners can use our dataset to learn from vul-
nerabilities that were discovered using pernicious execution. For
misconfiguration, practitioners would be exploring available config-
urations of a software. We acknowledge exploring configurations
can be non-trivial, as software projects can have as many as 412
configurations [53]. Practitioners may find Xu et al. [53]’s find-
ings helpful: Xu et al. [53] proposed natural language processing
techniques to explore configurations efficiently.

Implications for Researchers. For future work, researchers
can investigate if security testers prioritize any strategies to dis-
cover vulnerabilities. Closed coding used in Section 4.1 requires
manual effort and might not scale for a large number of datasets.
Researchers can build upon our paper, and use methodologies pro-
posed by prior research [8, 9] to automatically identify vulnerability
discovery strategies from bug reports.

Limitations: Our analysis only includes vulnerabilities that are
indexed by the NVD, which could be limiting. Our categorization
is susceptible to conclusion validity as answers to RQ1 and RQ2
might be influenced by rater bias. Our empirical study is limited to
the datasets that we analyzed. Our identified strategies are not com-
prehensive. Investigating bug reports from other types of software
from the OSS domain and the proprietary domain might reveal
strategies not reported in our paper. We mitigate this limitation
by using OSS bug reports from a variety of sources including web-
based programming languages, computing services, and IDEs.

6 CONCLUSION
A categorization of software vulnerability discovery strategies can
help practitioners identify undiscovered vulnerabilities. We con-
struct a categorization by applying qualitative analysis on 312 bug
reports collected from the Mozilla organization. Next, we quantify
the frequency of the identified strategies with 1,632 bug reports.

We identify four strategies namely, diagnostics, malicious pay-
load construction, misconfiguration, and pernicious execution.Mali-
cious payload construction is themost frequently occurring strategy
for web-related software projects: Chrome, Mozilla, and PHP. For
Eclipse and OpenStack, diagnostics is the most frequent strategy.

Our findings have implications for practitioners and researchers.
Practitioners can use our categorization to discover new vulnerabili-
ties before deployment of software to end-users. Our categorization
can also be used as educational materials in cybersecurity-related
courses. Our paper lays the groundwork for future research related
to automated characterization of strategy prevalence.
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